
  

1. Lesson/subjec t :  (Writing activity) 

2. Time allocation :  (60 minutes) 

3. Objectives/goals :  (Students are able to improve vocabulary and write words) 

4. Language focus :  (simple present tense) 

5. Target vocab  :  (arrogant, underestimate, apologize)                                       

6. Media   :  (Video, Picture series, candy black marker, and white board) 

7. Lesson overview   

a. Warm up  

 Greet the students 

 Pray together 

b. New learning and practice 

 Teacher tells the students about animal story 

 Teacher writes some key point about the story on the whiteboard 

 Repeating teacher’s word 

 Teacher asks the students to write anything based on the story 

c. Wrap up 

  Reflection 

8. Lesson Procedure 

 

Warm Up 

 The teacher greets and asks the students to pray before jump to the 

learning activity. “Hi everyone ! Oh I miss you all so much ! how are you 

today ?  everything is fine isn’t it ?” 

“Okay , before we start our activity today lets pray together!” 
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Main activity (Learning and Practice) 

 The Teacher tells the students that he or she has an animal story. The 

teacher asks the students to guess what kind of story will be explained 

today in the class. The teacher builds the students’ curiosity and interest.   

“Okay students today I want to tell you about a story, could you pay 

attention to  my story ?  It will be about...? can you guess what our story 

today ? “  

 

 After guessing section, the teacher shows a video about “The Hare and 

The Tortoise”. 

“Okay you will know soon. I will show you the video please enjoy it!”  

 

 After the teacher shows the video the teacher explains the content of the 

video and retell the story orally. 

 “Okay students do you like the story ?“ 

“I will read the story based on the video that we have watched Please 

listen to my story okay ?“    

 

 The teacher tells a story with expression, gesture, and pictures’ media. 

Using gesture, expression, and pictures make the teacher gets the students’ 

attention, build students’ imagination, and it makes the story can be 

comprehensible easier for the students. 

 

 After finish telling the story,  the teacher tells what was the story about and 

the moral value. 

“Okay, who was in the story ? a Tortoise and what ? what’s happening 

with the Mr. Tortoise ?”  

“What can we learn from the story any one knows ?” 

“ We need to ...??? don’t be ....? “ 

 The teacher discusses about what suitable title for the story.  

“Okay so what is the suitable title for our story ?” 

“ It is The Hare and ....?”  



 

 The teacher writes the key points and new vocabularies from the story on 

the whiteboard. “Now I will write the points and new words for you based 

on our story”   

 

 Teacher writes and pronounces the vocabularies then followed by the 

students. Teacher also use repetition “Please Repeat after me! Arrogant! “ 

 

 

 The teacher asks the students to listen the teacher’s story. After the story 

ended, students can write anything based on the story.  

“So, what I want you to do is put your pencil down,  lay on your dask and 

close your eyes. After that listen to my story once again! When I finsih 

reading the story, you will wake up and take your pencil and you  can 

write anything based on the story in your copy book !” 

 

 After finish telling the story the teacher gives a time for the students to 

write any kind of information based on the story. 

“Okay wake up ! now it is time to write any kinds of information that you 

get from the story. You may write it in a words, sentences or a draft like a 

keywords that I wrote on the white board ! Just write anything  from the 

story!” 

 

 While the students writing any kind of information based on the story, the 

teacher approaches the students one by one to watch and help the students. 

 

 After the writing section is over, the teacher lets the students to read what 

they have written. Teacher will give a candy for every stuudents who want 

to share his or her work. 

 

“Okay students now please read and show to your friends any kinds 

information that you get from the story! It can be  words, short sentences, 

long sentences, or anything based on the story !” 



“ I have sweet and delicious candy for everyone who wants to share their 

work !” 

 

     

Wrap Up 

 The teacher asks the students about what have we learned today and ask 

whether the learning activity is fun or not. 

“Okay my students, what we have done today ?  

“Do you like the story ?” 

“Who wants to be Mr. tortoise ?” 

“Do you like our activity today ?” 

 

*Note: In explaining the story, the teacher may use a L1 or mother tongue and translation. 

“Dictogloss is a classroom dictation activity where learners are required to reconstruct 

a short text by listening and writing down the key word, which are then used as a base for 

reconstruction” (Ruth Wajnryb 1990).   

In this case because we are going to teach young learners, we try to introduce them 

about writing activity. Our focus is students are able to write anything or any kinds 

information such as words or very simple sentence ( not reconstruct a story)  based on their 

own understanding. The important thing is students are able to write and share their work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The Hare and Tortoise 

One day there was an arrogant Hare who lived in the jungle. He liked to 

underestimate a tortoise because tortoise was too slow and could not run fast. The hare often 

made fun of the tortoise. The hare said “Hi Tortoise! You are so slow and it will take a day to 

reach anywhere”. Tortoise replied “Oh you are so arrogant hare! Let's have a race and see 

who will be the faster !”. The tortoise was angry at the hare and wanted to give the hare 

lesson.  

The hare just laughed and he said ” Okay I will take your challenge!”  

           They went to the path of the race and asked the fox to be the referee. After the flag’s 

signal race appeared, the speedy hare ran fast, as fast as he could and left the slow tortoise. 

The hare left the tortoise far away. After that, the hare felt tired. He decided to take a rest in 

the middle of the race track. The Hare look behind and said “ Where is the tortoise I can not 

see him. He is very slow indeed!”. The hare ate grass and slept under the shady tree. The hare 

thought even the tortoise passed me he could run faster to reach the finish line first. So the 

hare took a nap for a moment. But unfortunately, the hare overslept and the tortoise passed 

the hare and almost reached the finish line. 

           The hare looked and surprised. He ran faster as he could and when the hare reached 

the finish line, the tortoise was already there and waited. The Tortoise was the winner and the 

hare say sorry and apologize because he often underestimates the tortoise. 

 


